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I first define Koszul modules, which are a generalization to arbitrary rank of
complete intersections. After a study of some of their properties, it is proved that
Gorenstein algebras of codimension one or two over a local or graded CM ring are
Koszul modules, thus generalizing a well known statement for rank one modules.
The general techniques used to describe Koszul modules are then used to obtain a
structure theorem for Gorenstein algebras in codimension one and two, over a
local or graded CM ring. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
It all began with the study of Gorenstein algebras in codimension one
and two. The starting point was a statement of Szpiro, concerning a
symmetry property of minimal resolutions of such algebras see Corollary
.3.1 . I thank him for allowing me to work on this statement. However, as
will be transparent from the following, the work departed substantially
from this direction of study. A Gorenstein algebra is a triple: a local ring
 .R, a ring A which is also sometimes called a Gorenstein algebra , and a
finite morphism a from R to A such that, with the induced structure of
R-module on A, it holds that
Ext c A , R ( A .R
 .  .as A-modules, where c s dim R y dim A .R
It is well known that if a is onto and c F 2, then A is a complete
intersection ring, provided that R is regular local. The first motivation of
my study was to try to extend these results to algebras of arbitrary rank. It
turned out that a comparable result exists in codimension one, as was
already partially known from the works of Catanese, de Jong and van
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Straten, and others. My contribution here is only a proof of a slightly more
general result, and over an arbitrary local CM ring, while before it was
necessary to have a more ``geometric'' ring. In codimension two the
problem is fairly more intricate, and the results are not as clear as before.
Moreover, it was not clear what should have been the right generalization
of ``complete intersection''. Here we come to the central part of this work,
the definition of Koszul modules. I called these modules ``Koszul'' because
they have a minimal resolution which resembles in structure a Koszul
complex with length equal to their codimension tensored with a module of
the same rank as theirs. Moreover, the determinants of the square matri-
ces which form this resolution form indeed a resolution which, modulo
invertibles, is an exact Koszul complex.
Szpiro conjectured part of the statement of Theorem 3, namely that a
Gorenstein algebra in codimension two has a resolution which is, in the
terminology of that theorem, Gorenstein symmetric. To be precise, his
statement is stronger than this: namely, his concept is a hybrid between
the concept of Gorenstein symmetric resolution and that of a strong
Koszul module, because he imposes that the two matrices relative to the
first syzygies are the same as those relative to the second ones. However,
 .as the theorem suggests but does not prove! , this is not a characterization
of Gorenstein algebras. To obtain a real characterization one needs to
develop the machinery of Koszul modules, and even then the statements
are not so simple. Once we have isolated the family of Koszul modules,
and worked out some of their properties, the proof of a structure theorem
for Gorenstein algebras in codimension one and two is a relatively easy
 .task. In codimension one it works over an arbitrary CM local or graded
ring, while in codimension two one has to require that 2 is invertible in R
and R is a domain. It turns out also that Gorenstein algebras in codimen-
sion greater than two which are Koszul modules are interesting objects.
Koszul modules are interesting because they bring with them a set of
techniques which, while in a very general setting may not be able to prove
something significant, become powerful in special contexts, like that of
Gorenstein algebras.
It is a pleasure for me to thank my thesis advisor F. Catanese, who
guided me in the discovery of this fascinating subject and suggested the
problems from which this work originated.
Con¨entions
Throughout the paper we will be working with commutative Noetherian
rings with identity, the finitely generated modules over them. I indicate the
 . k  t.dual transpose of the map f with f f . The transpose will be with
respect to a module which depends on the context, but which will be
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always clear. The dual is simply the transpose with respect to the base ring.
  .The map induced by f through a covariant functor typically Hom M, ]R
.for a fixed module M will be indicated by f#. I indicate the adjoint of the
 .matrix t with t *. Given an R-module M, I indicate with F M the fitting
  .ideal of M i.e., the ideal I t of the minors of dimension equal torankt .
.the rank of t , where t is a matrix giving a finite presentation of M . I use
the usual notations for the Ext and Tor functors. For all the other symbols,
w xI adhere to the notations of 9 .
1. KOSZUL MODULES
In this section I define Koszul modules and show some of their proper-
ties, trying to remain in a context as general as possible. The statements
and proofs of this section are rather abstract. However, starting from
Section 2 the reader will see that the results obtained here can be very
useful.
1.1. Definitions
In what follows R will be a ring that is, a commutative noetherian ring
.with identity , and M an R-module.
 .DEFINITION 1.1. M is called a Koszul module KM for brevity if it is
free, or it is not 0 and there is a free resolution
d d d cc iq1 1
L s 0 ª L ª ??? L ª L ??? ª L ª M? c iq1 i 0
of M of length c ) 0 with the following properties:
 . n i ci L s R m H R .i
 .  i4ii There exists a family of n = n matrices t such thatj i, js1, . . . , c
d x m de n ??? n de .i h h1 i
i
ky1 is y1 t x m de n ??? n de n ??? n de . . Ã h h h hk 1 k i
ks1
 . iiii There are elements v g R, i s 2, . . . , c, invertible in R, such
 i. i  1. 1that det t s v det t for i ) 1. I put conventionally v s 1.j j
 .iv The sequence
det t 1 , . . . , det t 1 .  .1 c
is regular in R.
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 1.When there is no risk of confusion, I will indicate the element det t j
with f , for j s 1, . . . , c.j
 .  .Remark. f , . . . , f ; Ann M . Indeed, this can be easily obtained,1 c R
applying t 1 to the square matrices s j of rank cn with the adjoint of t 1 inj
the jth block on the diagonal, the n = n identity matrix in the other
diagonal blocks, and zeroes otherwise.
 .I will indicate the c of the definition also with c M . At this point it is
still not clear that it is unique a module might have two resolutions of the
.prescribed type with different lengths . Later I will prove that indeed
 .  .  .c M s proj dim M . Until then, c M will indicate any one of theR
lengths of the resolutions of M of the prescribed type. The similarity of a
resolution of the previous kind with one obtained tensoring a Koszul
complex with a free module of rank n is patent. However, the natural
generalization of a Koszul complex would be to require that for every
index j the matrices t i, j s 1, . . . , c, be all the same. In this way we have aj
different concept, which deserves a name of its own.
DEFINITION 1.2. If a module M satisfies all the requirements of the
previous definition, but with the further property
 4 i k; i , j, k g 1, . . . , c t s tj j
then it is called a strong Koszul module.
Problem 1. Are there obstructions for a KM to be a strong KM?
1.2. General Properties
 .PROPOSITION 1.1. If R is a CM ring and M is a KM, then c M s
 .  .  .dim R y dim M s proj dim M , M is a CM R-module.R R
Proof. I suppose a resolution of M of the prescribed type is given.
From the fact that the Koszul complex relative to f , . . . , f is exact, and1 c
 .  .that f , . . . , f is a proper ideal of R, it follows that ht f , . . . , f s c.1 c 1 c
 .  .   ..Therefore, as f , . . . , f ; Ann M , one has ht Ann M G c. Hence,1 c R R
 .  .as R is catenary, one has dim R y dim M G c. This will continue toR
hold even if we replace R with one of its localizations R in a primeP
 .containing Ann M , and replace consequently M with M .R P
Now, as R is local, one hasP
proj dim M q depth M s depth R s dim R .  .  .  .R P R P P PP P
 w x .  .see 9, Theorem 19.1, p. 155 for this formula and proj dim M F c.R PP
 .  .As a consequence one obtains depth M G dim M , and henceR P R PP P
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 .equality this in particular proves that M is CM . From the previous
 .  .  .formulas one thus obtains dim R y dim M s c, and proj dim MP R P R PP P
  ..s c. The first fact implies that ht Ann M s c, as R is catenary, andR P PP
 .  .   ..therefore dim R y dim M s ht Ann M s c; the second impliesR R
 .that proj dim M s c.R
One of the conclusions of the preceding proposition continues to hold
even if R is not CM. Namely,
 .PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M be a KM o¨er the ring R. Then c M s
 .proj dim M .R
Proof. By a standard argument using the long exact sequence relative
i  .to a derived functor, and the fact that Tor M, R s 0, i ) 0, as R is flat,R
one obtains that
M ( Tor R M , Rr f , . . . , f . . .c 1 c
 .Therefore proj dim M G c, and hence equality holds, as the otherR
inequality is trivial.
PROPOSITION 1.3. A KM is a perfect module, i.e.,
grade M s c M s proj dim M . .  .  .R
Proof. By a standard argument using the long exact sequence relative
to a derived functor one obtains that
Ext i M , R ( Hom M , Rr f , . . . , f , i s 0, . . . , c. .  . .R R 1 i
 .Now, it is clear that for i - c the previous module is zero, hence grade M
 .  .G c. As proj dim M s c, one has also grade M F c, and hence equalityR
must hold.
In the rest of this subsection I will prove a general property of Koszul
modules. The proof is long and abstract, but it embodies one of the key
techniques which one uses when Koszul modules are involved. However,
when the grade is one, a much shorter proof can be provided. I do not
write it down, because it does not provide new insight and is simply a
shorter version of the general one, obtained by simplifying some of its
passages.
The following theorem shows that for a KM the isomorphism
Ext c M , R ( Hom M , Rr f , . . . , f .  . .R R 1 c
can be described very explicitly, in terms of a resolution of the prescribed
kind. This description is the key point in the proofs of the structure
theorems for Gorenstein algebras which will be given later. From now on,
when talking of a KM, and if there is no risk of confusion, I will use the
 .symbol p to indicate the quotient map from R to Rr f , . . . , f .1 c
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THEOREM 1. Let M be a KM o¨er the ring R, and fix a resolution
d d d cc iq1 1
L s 0 ª L ª ??? L ª L ??? ª L ª M ª 0? c iq1 i 0
of the prescribed type, with f , . . . , f as usual. Then indicating with h the map1 c
 1 c.k  1 c.t ( ??? (t , and with l the element v ??? v of R, one has that the1 c
map
y1 kt y1 nm s c p# l h* : R ª Hom M , Rr f , . . . , f .  . . .  . R 1 c
is well defined, and once put at the end of the dual of the gi¨ en resolution of
  ..M, gi¨ es rise to a resolution of Hom M, Rr f , . . . , f . Moreo¨er, theR 1 c
identity map from the dual of the resolution of M to itself determines an
isomorphism
Ext c M , R ( Hom M , Rr f , . . . , f , .  . .R R 1 c
which is functorial with respect to the endomorphisms of M.
Proof. As mentioned before, the proof is long, so it is useful to divide it
into three logically distinct parts:
 .i In the first part I build a commutative diagram, using the dual of
the given resolution and the Koszul complex relative to f , . . . , f .1 c
 .ii In the second part I show, using general techniques involving the
spectral sequences associated to a double complex, that a certain ``diago-
nal map'' built on the complex of part one is an isomorphism
Ext c M , R ( Hom M , Rr f , . . . , f . .  . .R R 1 c
 .iii In the third part I show that the map of part two admits the
sought for description.
First Part of the Proof. Excluding the last column on the right, the
diagram that I want to build is the c q 2 = c q 1 double complex obtained
by tensoring the complex
dk dk dk1 i ck k k k c0 ª L ª ??? L ª L ??? ª L ª Ext M , R ª 0 .  .  .  .  .0 i iq1 c R
and the Koszul complex relative to f , . . . , f which is of length c q 1; I1 c
 ..do not include the term Rr f , . . . , f .1 c
The last column on the right instead is obtained by applying the functor
Hom y, Rr f , . . . , f . .R 1 c
to the given resolution of M, with horizontal maps
ki 0 ip#
n c c n cR m R m R ª Hom R m R , Rr f , . . . , f . .H H HR 1 c /  /
It is obvious that the diagram is commutative, with exact rows apart
from the last one, which on the contrary has all the transition maps equal
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.to 0 and with the first c q 1 columns exact. To see that the last column is
exact also, it is enough to note that for i ) 0 one has
Ext i M , Rr f , . . . , f ( Ext iqc M , R ( 0. .  . .R 1 c R
Leaving indicated the transition maps of the left-hand side and omitting
some of its less significant parts, the diagram can be depicted as follows:
0
6
0 0 Hom M , Rr f , . . . , f . .R 1 c
6 6 6
tc
c 01d p#1, ck c k c6 6L m R ??? L m R Hom L , Rr f , . . . , f . .H H0 0 R 0 1 c
6 6 6
2 2 td d d1, 1 1, cq1 1
. . .. . .. . .
. . .. . .. . .
6 6 6
2 2 td d dc, 1 c , cq1 c
c 01d p#cq1, ck c k c6 6L m R ??? L m R Hom L , Rr f , . . . , f . .H Hc c R c 1 c
6
0c 6Ext M , R .R
6
0
The notation for the transition maps is self-explanatory: the upper index
means ``horizontal'' if it is 1, and ``vertical'' if it is 2, and the lower double
index shows the domain of the map.
Second Part of the Proof. I want to show that the map built via the
 .``diagonal'' procedure as in the proof of the snake lemma, for example
from left to right and from the lower part of the upper part is an
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isomorphism. The map is built by constructing a sequence
cyiq1
k c<x m s 1, . . . , c q 3 , x g L m R , i F c q 1, 4 Hm i cyiq1
x s p# x , c t x s x , .  .cq2 cq1 cq3 cq2
c  .such that x is a lifting of x g Ext M, R , and1 R
d1 x s d2 x , i - c. .  .cy iq2, i i cyiq1, iq1 iq1
 .I have to show that the map u obtained by posing x s u x is wellcq3
defined and an isomorphism.
Considering the commutative diagram as a double complex, and recall-
ing that the columns are exact, one obtains that the total complex
 w x.associated to it is exact see for example 7, Proposition 9.2, p. 298 . To
prove that the map is well defined it is enough to prove that starting from
x s 0 one obtains x s 0. Now, under this hypothesis, the elementcq3
 .x , . . . , x , x belongs to the kernel of the differential of the double1 cq1 cq3
 .complex apart from the signs, which however do not matter here .
Therefore, by exactness, it must be in the image of the differential, and
this implies that
x s d1 y .cq1 1, c
for some y. From this
x s p# x s p#d1 y s 0, .  .cq2 cq1 1, c
as was to be proved. The surjectivity of u comes immediately from the
 4observation that a sequence x may also be built starting from x andm cq3
c  .  .going backwards to x . Then, if x is a lifting of x g Ext M, R , u x s1 1 R
x . It remains to be shown injectivity. This is obtained proceding induc-cq3
 .  .tively, and showing that if u x s 0 and hence x s 0 , then every onecq2
of x , . . . , x is the sum of two elements, one coming from the module1 cq1
to its left in the diagram and another from the one over it. The proof of
this easy inductive argument is left to the reader. For x in particular this1
means that there is
c
k c 2z g L m R s. th. d z s x . .Hcy1 c , 1 1
This implies that x s 0, as was to be proven.
Third Part of the Proof. Now I must prove that the map u is of the form
c  .requested. To do so, given x g Ext M, R , we will construct a sequenceR
 .  4of elements x , . . . , x , such that x s u x , the x form a ``diagonal''1 cq3 cq3 i
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sequence, and moreover if
kkx s x m de n ??? n de m de n ??? n de .1 1 c 1 c
k c c .is a lifting of x to L m H R , then one can choose, for m s 2, . . . ,c
c q 1,
k)y1cymq2 c cymq2 c kx s v ??? v t ??? t x .  .  .m i i 1 m
i - ??? -i1 m
kÃ Ãm de n ??? d ??? d ??? n de /1 i i c /1 m
Ã Ãm de n ??? d ??? d ??? n de .1 i i c1 m
I will prove this later, but for now suppose that I have already proved it. In
particular, one will be able to choose as x the expressioncq1
y1 k)c 1 1 c k kv ??? v t ??? t x m 1 m 1. .  . . /1 c
Therefore one may choose as m the map
y1t y1c p# l h* , .  .
 c 1.k c 1where h is the map t ??? t and l s v ??? v .c 1
In this way we have obtained the first part of the statement to be
proved. To obtain functoriality, observe that we have the same resolution
for both the modules, and that any map from M to itself can be lifted to a
map from its resolution to itself, and then it induces a map from the dual
of the resolution to itself. Moreover, this last map of complexes can be
 .lifted canonically to a map of the whole commutative diagram built
before, and the maps constructed in this way commute with the process of
building the sequence defining u note that this is true because the
.horizontal maps in the diagram are essentially scalar multiplications! .
From this it follows that u is indeed a functorial isomorphism. Let us now
prove that we can choose the x 's as indicated before. First of all, it isi
necessary to make a simple observation: Let y s x m de n ??? n de bei i1 k
an element of Rn m H kRc, and let us apply to it twice the differential of
the complex which gives a resolution of M,
jy1 kd y s y1 t x m de n ??? de ??? n de , .  .  . Ãk i i i ij 1 j k
j
jq l ky1 k ky1 kd d y s y1 t t y t t x .  .  .  /ky1 k i i i ij l l j
j-l
mde n ??? de ??? de ??? n de .Ã Ãi i i i1 j l k
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 .From the fact that the last expression is zero we are in a complex! , one
obtains that
t ky1t k y t ky1t k s 0.i i i ij l l j
This relation will be useful later.
I will prove the thesis by induction on m, therefore first of all I verify
that it holds for m s 2. We have that
k1 kd x m de n ??? n de m de n ??? n de . .cq1, 1 1 c 1 c
k-1 kks y1 f x m de n ??? n de m de n ??? de ??? n de . .  . Ã k 1 c 1 k c
k
Using the definition of f and of d2 it is simple to verify that the lastk c, 2
expression may be rewritten as
kky12 c c kd v t * x m de n ??? de ??? n de .  . .  .Ãc , 2 k 1 k c
k
mde n ??? de ??? n de ,Ã1 k c /
and from this follows that we may choose x as wanted. Let us suppose2
inductively that we have the thesis up to m, in order to prove it up to
m q 1. I will use the following notation which, even if not standard, is
self-explanatory:
! # "
de n ??? de , . . . , de ??? n de1 a a c1 l
 .indicates the exterior product with increasing indices of the elements
<de i / a , . . . , a . 4i 1 l
When a - ??? - a , I use also the more traditional notation1 l
de n ??? de ??? de ??? n de .Ã Ã1 a a c1 l
I also use the abbreviation
< <s i , . . . , i j s residue class modulo 2 of > l l / i , . . . , i , l - j . 4 .1 m 1 m
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With this convention, one has that
d1 x .cq2ym , m m
k)y1cymq1 c cymq1 c ks v ??? v t ??? t x .  .  .i i 1 m
i - ??? -i1 m
k
Ã Ã Ãm de n ??? d ??? d ??? d ??? n de1 i i i c / /1 1 m
! # "
 < .s i , . . . , i k1 mm y1 f de n??? d , d , . . . , d ???nde . . k 1 k i i c1 m /
 4kf i , . . . , i1 m
Changing the place of the summation symbol over k and recalling that
k k)y1cym cym cymf s t v t , . .  .k k k
one obtains that the last expression equals
 < . k k)y1s i , . . . , i k cym cym cym1 my1 t v t .  . .  .  k k
i - ??? -i  4kf i , . . . , i1 m 1 m
k) k)y1cymq1 c cymq1 c k= v ??? v t ??? t x .  . . .i i1 m
k
m de n ??? de ??? de ??? n deÃ Ã .1 i i c /1 m
! # "
m de n ??? de , de , . . . , de ??? n de1 k i i c / /1 m
mq1
kÃ < .s i , . . . , i , . . . , i i cym1 h mq1 hs y1 t .  .  i h
i - ??? -i -i hs11 m mq1
k) k)y1cym c cym c k= v ??? v t ??? t x .  . .  .i i q11 m
k
m de n ??? de ??? de ??? de ??? n deÃ Ã .1 i i i c1 h mq1! # "
m de n ??? de , . . . , de ??? n de .1 i i c /1 mq1
The last equality is due to the fact that
t ky1t k s t ky1t k .i i i ij l l j
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From the definition of d2 one obtains that the last expression iscq1ym , mq1
exactly
k) k)y12 cym c cym c ks d v ??? v t ??? t x .  . .  .cq1ym , mq1 i i q11 m i - ??? -i1 mq1
! # " k
m de n ??? de , . . . , de ??? n de1 i i c /1 mq1 /
! # "
m de n ??? de , . . . , de ??? n de .1 i i c /1 mq1 /
Our thesis follows, because we have proved that, with x as indicated,mq 1
one has
d2 x s d1 x , .  .cq1ym , mq1 mq1 cq2ym , m m
and then it can be chosen as the successive element in a ``diagonal''
 .sequence relative to the construction of u x .
Remark. A proof of the same kind cound be used to describe explicitly
 1.in terms of the resolution L the isomorphism?
M ( Tor R M , Rr f , . . . , f R . . .c 1 c
1.3. Koszul Modules of Grade One and Two: Some Existence Results
Here I will prove that there are many examples of Koszul modules, at
least if we restrict our attention to modules of projective dimension less
than or equal to two. First of all one needs a simple remark:
Remark. Let R be local. Then the primes containing the fitting ideal of
 .the R-module M are exactly the elements of Supp M .R
Proof. The proof is immediate:
F M : Ann M « Supp M : Supp RrF M . .  .  .  . .R R R
  ..  .For the other inclusion, let P g Supp RrF M _ Supp M . We mayR R
localize at P a minimal finite presentation of M, thus obtaining a minimal
finite presentation of the R -module 0. Now, the matrix giving the presen-P
tation must be surjective, and hence one of its maximal minors must be
invertible, that is to say, not in PR . But this is absurd, as we supposedP
  ..P g Supp RrF M .R
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Observe that a nonzero module M with a free resolution of the kind
can n0 ª R ª R ª M ª 0,
such that a is a matrix with the determinant which is not a zero divisor in
R, is a KM of grade one.
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let R be a ring and M be an R-module such that
ht Ann M G 1 . .R
 .and with a free resolution of length one. Then M is a KM of grade one .
  ..Proof. As ht Ann M ) 0, the Euler]Poincare characteristic of M isÂR
 w x.zero see 9, Theorem 19.8, p. 160 , therefore a free resolution of M is
 .given by a square matrix a g M R . In this context one has simplyrankM .
F M s det a . .  . .
w x   ..In this situation, still by 9, Theorem 19.8, p. 160 , det a contains a
regular element, and then a itself is not a zero divisor in R, as was to be
proved.
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let R be a CM local domain, and let M be an
R-module with
ht Ann M G 2 . .R
and with a minimal free resolution of the kind
r1
r /  .2 t t c1 2n 2 n n0 ª R ª R ª R ª M ª 0.
 .Then M is a KM of grade two .
Proof. From the previous remark one obtains that
ht F M s ht Ann M G 2. .  . .  .R
 .Therefore one of the maximal minors of t t must be nonzero. By1 2
2 n  .changing the base of R we may suppose that det t itself is not zero. I1
 .will indicate with P , . . . , P the associated primes of Rrdet t R which1 k 1
 .are all of height one, from the regularity of det t and the fact that R is1
CM.
I want to show that there is a change of base for R2 n which leaves
unchanged the first n elements of the standard base and which therefore
.  .  .leaves unchanged t and such that, in the new base, det t , det t is a1 1 2
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regular sequence. To do so I will show inductively on m that there is a
2 n  4base change in R which leaves e , . . . , e unchanged and such that in1 n
the new base
 4; i g k y m q 1, . . . , k det t f P . .2 i
w xI indicate with i , . . . , i the minor of t obtained from the columns1 n t
i , . . . , i in the given order.1 n
For m s o the proposition holds trivially.
Let us suppose inductively that it holds up to m, in order to prove it for
w xm q 1. If n q 1, . . . , 2n does not belong to P , then there is nothingt kym
to prove, as the identity transformation is enough to obtain the inductive
w xstep. Therefore we may suppose that n q 1, . . . , 2n g P . Let ¨ , w gt kym
 4  .1, . . . , n . The coordinate change M b which leaves unchanged¨ , w
e , . . . , e , . . . , e and sends e in e q be induces on the matrix tÃ1 nq¨ 2 n ¨qn ¨qn w
 .the addition of the wth column multiplied by b to the ¨ q n th column.
 .   ..Moreover, M b is of the prescribed type. As ht F t s 2, not all the¨ , w n
maximal minors of t belong to P . Therefore the following number iskym
well defined:
<l s max c ' s ??? s : c - s - ??? - s F 2n 41 2 n 2 n
with
w x w xc, s , . . . , s f P2 n kymt
Moreover, 1 F l - n trivially. I go on defining l , l , . . . in the following1 2 3
way:
<l s max c 's ??? s : l - ??? - l - c - s - ??? - s F 2ni iq1 n 1 iy1 iq1 n
with
w xl , . . . , l , c, s , . . . , s f P .41 iy1 iq1 n kymt
w xIn particular, 1, . . . , n g P « l ) n.t kym n
Therefore there exist a number i ) 1 and two sequences
1 F l - l - ??? - l F n1 2 i
and
n - l - ??? - l F 2niq1 n
such that
w xl , . . . , l f P ,1 n kymt
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with the maximality properties coming from the definition of the l 's. Leti
k
b g P _ P .F i kym
iskymq1
Note that the above set is not empty, for
k
P : PFkym i
iskymq1
 4« 'I g k y m q 1, . . . , d : P : P ,i kym
  ..and this would be absurd as all the P are minimal elements of V det t .j 1
If y - ??? - y constitute the complementary indices of l , . . . , l inside1 i iq1 n
 4n q 1, . . . , 2n I consider the transformation
L s M b ( ??? ( M b . .  .y yn , l y yn , l1 1 i i
It follows immediately from the definitions that
w x w x1, . . . , n s 1, . . . , n ,tL t
iw x w x w xn q 1, . . . , 2n s n q 1, . . . , 2n " b l , . . . , l q bn ,t L t 1 n t
where n is an element of P . Therefore the associated primes ofkym
w x . w xRr 1, . . . , n R to which belongs also n q 1, . . . , 2n are inside the settL tL
 4P , . . . , P , and we have obtained the inductive step. Let us call1 kymq1
f , f the two minors thus obtained. I will also indicate by1 2
r1
r /  .2 t t c1 2n 2 n n0 ª R ª R ª R ª M ª 0
the resolution just obtained, as there is no risk of confusion this is no
longer the initial resolution, as we have applied a sequence of base
.changes . We have just proved that the associated primes of Rrf and1
Rrf are disjoint sets. This implies that f is not a zero divisor in Rrf ,2 2 1
and therefore the Koszul complex relative to f , f is exact. To conclude1 2
the proof we must find a unit l g R such that
n
det r s y1 l det t , det r s l det t . .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
From the exactness of the Koszul complex and the fact that
n
det t det r s y1 det t det r .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
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we know that there is a l relating the determinants. We must prove that it
is a unit. To do so, as we are in a CM ring, it is enough to prove that the
 .prime divisors of l which must be of height one are also prime divisors of
 .f and f and therefore there are not any, and l is a unit in R . Suppose1 2
that P is a height one prime containing l but not f , to obtain a2
contradiction. One verifies that
f e q t Ut e g Ker t , .2 i 2 1 nqi
and hence from the exactness of the sequence,
f e g Im r . .2 i 1
As i is arbitrary,
f Rn : Im r . .2 1
As by assumption f f P, f has nonzero image in the domain RrP, and2 2
hence is an invertible element in its field of fractions K. But then in such a
field r is a matrix giving a surjective map but with zero determinant,1
which is absurd.
This argument goes also through interchanging the indexes 1 and 2,
and hence l has no prime divisors, and therefore is a unit, as was to be
proved.
In the geometric case it should be possible to obtain the proof without
requiring R to be a domain, for in that case one can use ``genericity''
arguments to find a maximal minor which is not a zero divisor in R.
However, as in this work the general philosophy is to try to work over as
general a ring as possible, I will not go through this.
2. SYMMETRY STATEMENTS
In this section I prove some statements concerning symmetry properties
of Koszul modules. Before doing this, I need some definitions. After the
definitions, I isolate in two distinct subsections the proofs in codimension
one and those in codimension two. This is because the partial results are
interesting in themselves, and moreover those in codimension one are
somewhat stronger than those in codimension two.
2.1. Definitions
 . m , mDEFINITION 2.1. i Let I be the canonical isomorphism
m
mR ( R ,H
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and
ki myi
m , i m mI : R ª RH H /
be the map which is defined as
I m , i de n ??? n de de n ??? n de .  .j j k k1 i 1 my i
s I m , m de n ??? n de n de n ??? n de . .j j k k1 i 1 my i
 . n n  n.kii Let I s I : R ª R be the canonical isomorphism.n
 .  .iii Let d n be the sequence defined inductively as
 .d 0 s 0
 .  .d n q 1 s d n q n for n G 0.
 .This number is even for n ' 0, 1 mod 4 , and odd otherwise.
The concept of Gorenstein symmetry is the one which turned out to be
 .the best in this context for describing the symmetry properties of Koszul
modules.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let M be a finite R-module. A free resolution
d d d cc iq1 1
L s 0 ª L ª ??? L ª L ??? ª L ª M? c iq1 i 0
of M is said to be Gorenstein symmetric if the following conditions hold:
 . n i ci L s R m H Ri
 .  i4ii There exists a family of n = n matrices t such thatj i, js1, . . . , c
i
ky1 id x m de n ??? n de s y1 t x m de n ??? de ??? n de . Ã . i h h h h h h1 i k 1 k i
ks1
 .iii The family of maps
 .d i n c , iy1 I m I .
defines an isomorphism from L to its dual.?
Note that the first two points of the definition of Gorenstein Symmetry
are the same as those of Definition 1.1, where I defined Koszul modules.
Here one replaces the conditions on the determinants with a ``symmetry''
condition.
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Remark. It is a lengthy but straightforward exercise to verify that the
Koszul complex relative to any sequence satisfies the condition of Goren-
 .stein symmetry even if it is not exact .
2.2. Koszul Modules of Grade One
First of all I prove a proposition which will also be useful when dealing
with Gorenstein algebras in codimension one.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be a KM o¨er the local ring R, with the
following minimal resolution of the prescribed type:
can n0 ª R ª R ª M ª 0.
 .  .Let f s det a , and u : M ª Hom M, RrfR be an isomorphism. If h is aR
 t .lifting of u along c i.e., c uc s p#h , then the following sequence is well
defined and exact:
fhy1 ckn n0 ª R ª R ª M ª 0. .
Moreo¨er, fhy1 differs from a through an automorphism of its domain.
 t.y1 kProof. From Theorem 1 one obtains that the map c p#a * is
well defined, and that the sequence
k  t.y1 kc p#a *ak kn n0 ª R ª R ª Hom A , RrfR ª 0 .  .  .R
is exact.
As
tk t t tp#a h s a p#h s a c uc s ca uc s 0, .
< kone has f a h.
Now let us construct the diagram
can n6 6 6 60 R R A 0
6 6 6
y1 y1 k uf ha f a h
t y1 kk  .  .a p# a *ak kn n6 6 6 60 R R Hom A , RrfR 0 .  .  .R
It is easy to verify that it is commutative, and we already know that it has
exact rows and that the map u is an isomorphism. From this and the
minimality of the horizontal resolutions it follows that also the other two
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maps are isomorphic. Therefore, as
y1y1 y1 k kfh s f a h a , .
the sequence
fhy1 ckn n0 ª R ª R ª A ª 0 .
is exact. Hence it is also a minimal resolution of A. Note also that fhy1
differs from a through an automorphism of the domain.
The following proposition is only a first application of Proposition 2.1 to
obtain a structure theorem for Koszul modules M of grade one which
  ..admit a symmetric isomorphism onto Hom M, RrF M .R
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a local ring, and M a KM of grade one. The
following facts are equi¨ alent:
 .i M admits a minimal resolution of the kind
can n0 ª R ª R ª M ª 0,
with a s a k.
 .ii There is an isomorphism
f : M ª Hom M , RrF M , . .R
symmetric in the sense that
;a, b g M f a b s f b a . .  .  .  .
 .  .Proof. Proof of i « ii . From the fact that M is a KM it follows that
 .det a s f cannot be a zero divisor in R. Therefore the given resolution is
of the prescribed type, and from Theorem 1 we obtain that the following
 ndiagram is well defined and commutative I use I to indicate the
n  n.k.canonical isomorphism from R to R :
r cn n6 6 6 60 R R A 0
6 6 6
n n fI I
t y1 .r c p# r*k kn n6 6 6 60 R R Hom A , RrfR 0. .  .  .R
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The map f is defined by the diagram. I say that f, which is an isomor-
 .  .phism, is also symmetric. Indeed, for a s c e , a s c e in Ai i j j
 k n : kf a a s r *I e , e s r * , .  .  .i j i j ji
and therefore the symmetry of f comes from that of r.
 .  .Proof of ii « i . Let
b c
n n0 ª R ª R ª M ª 0
 .be a resolution of the prescribed kind for the KM property , with
 .g s det b . As f is symmetric, we may choose a lifting h of f along c
 t .i.e., a map h s.th. c fc s p#h which is symmetric. From Proposition 2.1
one then obtains that the sequence
ghy1 ckn n0 ª R ª R ª M ª 0. .
is well defined and exact, thus proving our thesis.
2.3. Koszul Modules of Grade Two
In this subsection I will adopt a notation simpler than the general one,
using always the canonical identifications
2 1 0
n 2 n n 2 2 n n 2 nR m R ( R , R m R ( R , R m R ( RH H H
obtained from the canonical choice of
de n de , de , de 1 .  .  .1 2 1 2
as respective bases for
2 1 0
2 2 2R , R , R .H H H
As a consequence, if the resolution
r1
r /  .2 t c1 2n 2 n n0 ª R ª R ª R ª M ª 0
is of the prescribed type for the KM condition, then there are the
following ``translations'' from the general notations:
t s t 1 , r s yt 2 , r s t 2 .i i 1 2 2 1
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LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a local ring with 2 a unit in it, and let M be a KM
with a symmetric isomorphism
u : M ª Hom M , Rr f , f R , . .R 1 2
where f , f are with respect to the resolution1 2
r1
r /  .2 t t c1 2n 2 n n0 ª R ª R ª R ª M ª 0,
of the prescribed type for the KM condition.
k  . . 2 nThen there are a and a such that a s ya , a ¨ ¨ s 0 ;¨ g R ,1 2 2 2 2
and such the following diagram commutes:
r1
r /  .2 t t c1 2n 2 n n6 6 6R R R M
6 6 6 6
n a a uya 2 11
kk kn 2 n n6 6 6R R R Hom M , Rr f , f R .  .  .  . .R 1 2k k t y1 y1 kk  .  .  .r r c p#l t r *t 1 2 2 21
k /t 2
Proof. First of all some terminology: I will indicate with x the map
 .t r *, with C the canonical map2 2 1
C : M ª Hom Hom M , Rr f , f R , Rr f , f R , .  . . .1 R R 1 2 1 2
n  n.kkand with C the canonical map from R to R . Moreover, given a2
n  n.k k kmap g : R ª R , I will indicate the map C g simply with g ,2
following a standard convention. I will indicate the module Hom N,R
 . .Rr f , f R also with N, to simplify some expressions.1 2
  . .From Theorem 1 the module Hom M, Rr f , f R is a KM, and theR 1 2
sequence
t k1
k k k /t  .2 r r m1 2kk kn 2 n n0 ª R ª R ª R ª Hom M , Rr f , f R ª 0 .  .  .  . .R 1 2
  . .is a resolution of Hom M, Rr f , f R of the prescribed type for theR 1 2
KM condition, with
y1 kt y1m s c p#l t r *. . . 2 2
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I want to apply Theorem 1 to this new setting. Note that
nk y1 k k y1 kdet t s y1 l det r , det t s l det r . . .  .  .  .2 1 1 2
It follows that the map
kknm : R ª Hom Hom M , Rr f , g R , Rr f , g R .  .  . . .R R
which one obtains is the following:
n ty1 kkm s y1 lm p# x . .
I say that
n y2C c s y1 l mC . .1 2
To obtain this equality I will show a sequence of equalities equivalent to it,
the last of which is an identity.
n y2C c s y1 l mC . .1 2
nt y2 tm m C c s y1 l m mC . .1 2
t y1 kkm m C c s l p# x C1 2
t y1m m C c s l p#C x1 2
y1m ; x g M C c x (m s l p#C x x .  . .1 2
kn y1m ; x;w g R C c x m w s l p C x w 4 .  .  .  .  . .1 2
y1m ; x , w m w c x s l p w x x .  .  . .  .
y1 t k y1m ; x , w l c y 1p# x w c x s l p w x x .  .  . .  . . .
t t km ; x , w c c y 1p# x w x s p w x x .  .  . . .
km ; x , w p# x w x s p w x x .  .  . .
m ; x , w p w x x s p w x x . .  . .  .
From the minimality condition there exists g , i s 1, 2, 3, such that thei
following diagram commutes:
r , r t qt c1 2 1 2n 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R M 0
6 6 6 6
g g g u3 2 1
k k k kt , t r qr mk1 2 1 2k kn 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R M 0. .  .  .
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 .If we apply to it the functor Hom y, R we obtain the following commu-R
tative diagram with exact rows:
r kk , r kk t kkqt kk p1 2 1 2kkkk kkn 2 n n 26 6 60 ª R R R Ext M , R ª 0 .  .  .  .R
6 6 6 6
k k k 2  .g g g Ext u , R1 2 3 R
k k k kt , t r qr p1 2 1 2kk kn 2 n n 26 6 60 ª R R R Ext M , R ª 0. .  .  .  .R
The diagram determines in a unique way a morphism between the dia-
grams built in part 1 of the Proof of Theorem 1, through the commutative
 .diagrams with exact rows i s 1, 2, 3
 .n n .yl f I , l y1 f I l y1 f I ql f I p#1 n 2 n 2 n 1 n2 kkk kkkk6n 6 6nn nR R . R  . . R . .
6
6
6
6
k nq1 y2 k nq1 y2 t .g y1 l g  .y1 l gLi i ii
f I qf Iyf I , f I p#1 n 2 n2 n 1 n 2 kk k n666 nn n P ,RR  . . R . .
where L is the applicationi
nq1 y1 k0 y1 l g . i .
y1 k /yl g 0i
It is easy to verify that from this morphism one obtains the following
commutative diagram with exact rows:
kk kk kk kkr , r t qt m1 2 1 2kkkk kkn 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R M 0 .  .  .
6 6 6 6
k k k nq 1 y2 t .g g g y1 l u1 2 3
k k k kt , t r qr m1 2 1 2kk kn 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R M 0 .  .  .
Now I claim that ut C s u. Indeed, recalling that u is symmetric, one has1
ut C s u1
tm ; x , y g M u C x y s u x y .  .  .  .1
m ; x , y g M C x u y s u x y .  .  .  . .1
m ; x , y g M u y x s u x y .  .  .  .
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The last equality follows precisely from symmetry. If now one puts the
commutative diagram
r , r t qt c1 2 1 2n 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R M 0
6 6 6 6
n 2 .C C [C C y1 l C2 2 2 2 1
kk kk kk kkr qr t , t m1 2 1 2kkkk kkn 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R M 0 .  .  .
over the last diagram we obtained, and one considers the vertical com-
posed maps, one obtains that the following diagram is also commutative:
r , r t qt c1 2 1 2n 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R M 0
6 6 6 6
k k k uyg yg yg1 2 3
k k k kt , t r qr mk1 2 1 2k kn 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R M 0. .  .  .
Note that up to now we have not used that 2 is a unit in R. However, now
we need this assumption, as we conclude that the following diagram also
commutes:
r , r t qt c1 2 1 2n 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R M 0
6 6 6 6
k k kg yg g yg g yg3 1 2 2 1 3 u
2 2 2
k k k kt , t r qr m1 2 1 2kk kn 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R M 0. .  .  .
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R, m, k be a local CM ring such that 2 is not in
the maximal ideal. Let M be a KM with
c s dim R y dim M s proj dim M s 2, .  .  .R R
and a gi¨ en minimal resolution
r1
r /  .2 t t c1 2n 2 n n0 ª R ª R ª R ª M ª 0
of the prescribed kind for the KM condition. Let us indicate as usual with
 .f s det t the determinants relati¨ e to this resolution.i i
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Then the following two facts are equi¨ alent:
 .i There is a symmetric isomorphism
u : M ª Hom M , Rr f , f . .R 1 2
 . 1ii There are a new minimal resolution L of the prescribed kind for the?
KM condition, which differs from the gi¨ en one by an automorphism of the
domain of the r 's, and a second resolution of M L2 which is Gorenstein?
symmetric, and an isomorphism of complexes from L1 to L2 which is the? ?
identity in degree 0 and in degree c. Moreo¨er, in the notation of Theorem 1,
the matrix h relati¨ e to L1 is symmetric.?
In the equi¨ alence abo¨e one has also that, in the terminology of Theorem
1, in both the directions the following condition holds:
p# ly1h* s c tuc .
 .  .Proof of Implication i « ii . We know from the definition of a KM that
n
det r s y1 l det t , det r s l det t , .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
with l a unit in R. One an apply Theorem 1, obtaining that the following
sequence is well defined and exact:
t k1
k / k k t y1 y1 kt  .  .  .2 r r c p#l t r *1 2 2 2kk kn 2 n nR ª R ª R ª Hom M , Rr f , f R . .  .  .  . .R 1 2
I can now apply Lemma 2.1. Note that this is the only place in the proof
where one needs that 2 is a unit in R, and it should be possible to prove
that proposition without using this fact. We know from Lemma 2.1 that
there are maps a , a , such that a is an isomorphism from R2 n to its1 2 2
k  . . 2 ndual and a s ya , a ¨ ¨ s 0 : ;a¨ g R , and the following dia-2 2 2
gram commutes
r1 /r  .2 t t c1 2n 2 n n6 6 6R R R M
6 6 6 6
k a a uya 2 11
kt1
k / k k t y1 y1 kt  .  .  .2 r r c p# l t r *1 2 2 2kk kn 2 n n6 6 6R R R Hom M , Rr f , f R . .  .  .  . .R 1 2
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As R is local, by standard arguments mutated from linear algebra one can
prove that there exists an isomorphism S : R2 n ª R2 n such that
y1 n0 IkS a S s d s , . n2  /yI 0
where I recall that I n indicates the canonical isomorphism from Rn to its
dual. From this one obtains that the following diagram commutes, and has
exact rows:
 k.y1yr a c1 tn 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R M 0
6 6 6 6
y1Id Id IdS
y1 k cd s I sn 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R M 0.
I indicated with s the map St . It is clear that the row below satisfies
Gorenstein symmetry. To conclude the proof we have only to observe that
the upper row which is clearly of the prescribed type for the KM
.  .condition satisfies the other condition imposed in the statement of ii ,
that is, indicating with
ky1kh s yt r a , . /2 2 1
one has
n y1 y1 tp# y1 det a l h* s c uc , .  . .1
where u is the given isomorphism.
 .  . Proof of Implication i « ii . Dualizing the commutative diagram with
.two rows of the assumptions, using Theorem 1, and using the canonical
isomorphism of the lower row into its dual, we obtain that there is a map ¨
  . .which is an isomorphism from M to Hom A, Rr f , f R , and whichR 1 2
satisfies, in the notation of Theorem 1 relative to L1 ,?
y1 kt y1 1 2 n¨c s c p#l t t *I .  .1 2
or, more expressively,
kt y1 1 2 nc ¨c s p#l t t *I . .1 2
t  y1 .I claim that ¨ is symmetric. Indeed, we have that c ¨c s p# l h* ,
therefore the thesis follows, as h is symmetric by assumption.
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3. STRUCTURE THEOREMS FOR GORENSTEIN
ALGEBRAS
In this section I will apply the general results obtained before to prove
some structure theorems for Gorenstein algebras in codimension one and
two.
3.1. Definitions
Let R be a local ring, and A be a ring. Let f be a morphism of rings
from R to A, which induces on A the structure of a finite R-module. I
 .  .indicate with c the number dim R y dim A G 0, which is called codi-R
c  .mension of A. On the R-module Ext A, R one can induce a structure ofR
A-module through the law
x g Ext c A , R , a g A « ax s Ext c a, R x . .  .  .R R
The same method would define a structure of A-module on any module
 .F A , with F a functor in the category of R-modules.
DEFINITION 3.1. With the notations above, A is called a Gorenstein
 .R- Algebra if
Ext c A , R ( A .R
as A-modules.
 .Let b g M R be a square n by n symmetric matrix with entries in R,n
 k 4and let l be a tensor with entries in R.i j i, j, ks1, . . . , n
 .DEFINITION 3.2 Catanese . b is said to satisfy the rank condition with
respect to l if, indicating with b U the element in row i and column j ofi j
the adjoint matrix of b , one has
 4 w w w w;w , i , j g 1, . . . , n l s l , l s d ,i j ji 1 j j
; i , j b U s l k b U .i j i j 1k
k
When the application g between two free modules F and F has all its1 2
<values in fF for some regular element f , I will use the notation f g .2
Moreover, I will use the notation fy1g to indicate the uniquely determined
map d such that fd s g .
3.2. Gorenstein Algebras of Codimension One
THEOREM 2. Let R be a CM local ring, and A a finite R-module with
 .  .c s dim R y dim A s 1. LetR
can n0 ª R ª R ª A ª 0
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be a minimal free resolution of A o¨er R. Consider the following conditions:
 .i A is a Gorenstein R-Algebra, with the product induced by the tensor
 k 4l , which satisfiesi j i, j, ks1, . . . , n
 4 w w w w;w , i , j g 1, . . . , n l s l , l s d ,i j ji 1 j j
through the law
¨ ¨ s l k ¨ ,i j i j k
k
where ¨ ??? ¨ is the minimal basis relati¨ e to the gi¨ en resolution.1 n
 .  .ii There is g g GL R such that ag is symmetric and satisfies then
rank condition with respect to l.
 .  .Then i « ii , and if one further assumes
ht F ag G 2, . .1
 .  .then ii « i .
 .  .Proof: Proof of the Implication i « ii .
  ..As R is CM, it is catenary, and then from dim RrAnn A q 1 sR
 .dim R one obtains
ht Ann M s 1. . .R
Then, from Proposition 1.4 one obtains that A is a KM of grade one. In
 .particular, f s det a is not a zero divisor in R.
 t.y1 kFrom Theorem 1 one obtains that the map c p#a * is well
defined, and that the sequence
k  t.y1 kc p#a *ak kn n6 60 ª R R Hom A , RrfR ª 0 .  .  .R
is exact, and that there is a functorial isomorphism
Ext1 A , R ( Hom A , RrfR . .  .R R
 .From this last fact one obtains also that there is u : A ª Hom A, RrfRR
1  .isomorphism of A-modules, as by hypothesis A ( Ext A, R as A-mod-R
1  .ules, and the functoriality of the isomorphism between Ext A, R andR
 .Hom A, RrfR implies that it is an isomorphism of A-modules.R
n  n.kI claim now that there is a symmetric lifting h : R ª R of the
t n  n .  tapplication c uc : R ª Hom R , RrfR i.e., a map h s.th. c uc sR
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.p *h . Indeed, as u is an isomorphism of A-modules, one has
;a, b g A u a b s au 1 b .  .  .  .A
s u 1 ba s u 1 ab s bu 1 a s u b a . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .A A A
As a consequence to obtain a symmetric h one has only to choose the
 . .  . .liftings h of u e e s u e e such that h s h . From our hypothesisi j i j j i i j ji
one has
c e c e s l k c e c e .  .  .  .i j i j 1 k
k
and then, from c tuc s p#h,
p h e e y p l k h e e s 0. .  .  .  .i j i j 1 k
k
 .There exists § g M R such that § s 0 for each i s 1, . . . , n and more-n 1 i
over
h s l k h y f§ .i j i j 1k i j
k
Let us replace h with h q f§ . Then h is symmetric and satisfies
h e e y l k h e e s 0. .  .  .  .i j i j 1 k
k
Now we can apply Proposition 2.1, obtaining that the following sequence is
well defined and exact:
fhy1 ckn n0 ª R ª R ª A ª 0. .
Moreover, fhy1 differs from a through an automorphism of the domain.
It is immediate to verify that fhy1 is symmetric and satisfies the rank
condition with respect to l.
 .  .Proof of the Implication ii « i . Let us call r the matrix an , which by
hypothesis is symmetric and satisfies the rank condition with respect to l. I
 .will indicate det r with f , as this will cause no harm. As in the proof of
 .the other implication, M is a KM. Indicating with Z R the zero divisors
of R,
f g Ann A _ Z R .  .
and
Hom A , RrfR ( Ext1 A , R .  .R R
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functorially with respect to the endomorphism of A. Moreover, the follow-
ing sequence is well defined and exact:
r t y1 .c p# r*k kn n 60 ª R ª R Hom A , RrfR ª 0. .  .  .R
Now, if ¨ , . . . , ¨ is the minimal basis of A relative to the given resolu-1 n
tion, I put
¨ ¨ s l k ¨ .i j i j k
k
The proof that this product is well defined, associative, commutative, and
w xhas ¨ as identity is given in 3, Proposition 4.7, p. 91 . The proof given1
there applies exactly to the present setting, except from two minor changes:
the reference given there to Hilbert's theorem should be changed, when
w xthe ring is not graded, to a reference to 2, Corollary 1, p. 260 , and the
final part of the argument, contained in the last two rows of the proof,
 .  .should be changed as follows. One has obtained that F a g : f and1
  ..  .wants to deduce from the fact that ht F a G 2 that it holds g g f .1
 .Now, let f s Q l ??? l Q be a primary decomposition. As R is CM,1 r
 .and f is not a zero divisor, all the associated primes of f have height
one, and therefore also the primary ideals Q all have height one. Supposei
that there is k such that g f Q . Then, by the definition of a primaryk
 .Nideal, there is N such that F a : Q . But this would imply that1 k
  ..ht F a F 1, which is absurd. We have obtained that ; i g g Q , and then1 i
 .g g f , as we wanted.
With the structure of and R-algebra just put on A, one has that
A ( Ext1 A , R .R
as A-modules. Indeed, consider the following commutative diagram, where
n n  n.kI use I to indicate the canonical isomorphism from R to R :
r cn n6 6 6 60 R R A 0
6 6 6
I I ¨n n
t y1 .r c p# r*k kn n6 6 6 60 R R Hom A , RrfR 0. .  .  .R
The map ¨ is defined by the diagram. I say that ¨ is indeed an isomor-
phism of A-modules. One has that c t¨c s p# r*, therefore
u c e c e s prU , .  . .  .i j i j
u c e c e c e s u c e l k c e s p rU . .  .  .  .  . .  . .  1 i j 1 i j k i j /
k k
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From the rank condition one has that
rU s l k rU ,i j i j 1k
k
and then
u c e c e s u c e c e c e . .  .  .  .  . .  . .  .i j 1 i j
From the arbitrariness of i and j it follows that more generally
; a, b g A u a b s u 1 ab . .  .  .  .A
Now it is immediate to verify that ¨ is an isomorphism of A-modules, as
; a g A ¨t s Hom t , RrfR ¨ .a R a
m ; a, b , c g A ¨ ab c s ¨ b ac .  .  .  .
m ; a, b , c g A ¨ 1 ab c s ¨ 1 b ac . .  .  .  . .  .A A
The last equality follows from the commutativity and associativity of the
product defined on A.
Remark. Ulrich has told me that he has a proof of part of the
 .  .implication i « ii , which will appear in a joint paper of his with
 .Kleiman and Lipman and is still in a preliminary version at this time .
 .  .Actually, his statement was exactly the implication ii « i of Proposition
2.2.
3.3. Gorenstein Algebras of Codimension Two
The structure theorem which I will prove in the following is more
involved then the one for Gorenstein algebras in codimension one. It is
still not clear to me if these complications are due to the intrinsic
complexity of the problem or if with some further effort one can obtain
significant simplifications.
In this subsection I will adopt the same notation of Subsection 2.3.
 .THEOREM 3. Let R, m, k be a local CM domain such that 2 is not in
the maximal ideal. Let A be a finite R-module with
c s dim R y dim A s proj dim A s 2. .  .  .R R
Then the following two conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i A is a Gorenstein algebra.
 . 1ii A is a KM. There are a minimal resolution L of A of the prescribed?
type for the KM condition, a second resolution of A L2 which is Gorenstein?
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symmetric, and an isomorphism of complexes from L1 to L2 which is the? ?
identity in degree 0 and in degree c. Moreo¨er, in the notation of Theorem 1,
 1.the map h relati¨ e to L satisfies the following conditions: there is a family?
 k 4l of elements of R withi j
k k k k <l s l , l s d k , i , j s 1, . . . , n 4i j ji 1 j j
such that
 . U n k U   1.  m.:1 h y  l h g det t , . . . , det t .Ri j ks1 i j 1k 1 m
 .  n  ..  .2 l R = Im m d : Im m d1 1
 .  4   ..   . .  .3 ; i, j, k g 1, . . . , n l e , l e , e y l l e , e , e g Im m d .i j k i j k 1
 .  .Proof: Proof of Implication. i « ii . As R is CM and
proj dim A s ht Ann A s dim R y dim A s 2, .  .  .  . .R R R
we know that
Ext i A , R s 0 .R
for i / 2. Therefore the dual of a minimal resolution of A over R which
. 2  .must have length 2 is a minimal resolution of Ext A, R . As this lastR
module is isomorphic by assumption to A, we obtain that a minimal
resolution of A is of the kind requested in the assumptions of Proposition
1.5. The fact that A is a KM is now an immediate consequence of
Proposition 1.5.
Let then
r1
r /  .2 t t c1 2n 2 n n0 ª R ª R ª R ª M ª 0
 .  .be a minimal resolution of the prescribed type, where det t , det t form1 2
a regular sequence, and
n
det r s y1 l det t , det r s l det t , .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
with l a unit in R. One can apply Theorem 1, obtaining that the following
sequence is well defined and exact:
t k1
k / k k t y1 y1 kt  .  .  .2 r r c p#l t r *1 2 2 2kk kn 2 n nR ª R ª R ª Hom M , Rr f , f R . .  .  .  . .R 1 2
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Now, we know that the last sequence induces a functorial isomorphism
  . . 2  .from Hom M, Rr f , f R to Ext A, R , which is therefore an isomor-R 1 2 R
2  .phism of A-modules. As A is isomorphic to Ext A, R as an A-module,R
we have an isomorphism of A-modules u from A to Hom M, RrR
 . .f , f R . Now, an isomorphism of A-modules is symmetric, as1 2
u a b s u 1 ba s u 1 ab s u b a . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .A A
I can now apply Proposition 2.3. Note that this is the only place in the
proof where one needs that 2 is a unit in R, and it should be possible to
prove that proposition without using this fact. We know from Proposition
2.3 that there are a and S isomorphisms such that the following diagram
commutes:
 k.y1yr a ctn 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R A 0
6 6 6 6
y1Id Id IdS
y1 k cd s I sn 2 n n6 6 6 6 60 R R R A 0.
I indicated with s the map St . We know also that for
ky1kh s t r a . /2 2
one has
p# ly1h* s det a c tuc , . .
  .  .4where u is the given isomorphism. From the fact that c e , . . . , c e1 n
 k 4generates A it follows that there exists l with entries in R such thati j
 4 w w w w;w , i , j g 1, . . . , n l s l , l s d ,i j ji 1 j j
c e c e s l k c e c e . .  .  .  .i j i j 1 k
k
 .  .Now it is immediate to verify that conditions 2 and 3 follow respectively
from the fact that the product is well defined, and therefore
c h ek c e s 0, . . .i k
and from the associativity of the product, i.e.,
c e c e c e s c e c e c e . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .i j k i j k
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 . kApplying u 1 to both the members which define l , and recalling that uA i j
 . t  y1 .is a morphism of A-modules and that det a c uc s p# l h* , one
obtains
ply1h* e e y p l k ly1h* e e s 0, .  .  .  .i j i j 1 k
k
 .obtaining condition 1 , and concluding this part of the proof.
 .  .Proof of the Implication ii « i . First of all, I leave as an easy exercise
for the reader to verify that the conditions on l are exactly what one needs
 .to put on A a structure of finite R-algebra, with c e as identity, and the1
product defined by the law
c e c e s l k c e . .  .  .i j i j k
k
 .Dualizing the commutative diagram with two rows of the assumptions,
using Theorem 1, and using the canonical isomorphism of the lower row
into its dual, we obtain that there is a map ¨ which is an isomorphism
  . .from A to Hom A, Rr f , f R , and which satisfiesR 1 2
y1 kt y1 1 2 n¨c s c p#l t t *I .  .1 2
or, more expressively,
kt y1 1 2 nc ¨c s p#l t t *I . .1 2
I claim that ¨ is an isomorphism of A-modules. Indeed, we have that
c t¨c s p#h*, therefore
¨ c e c e s phU , .  . .  .i j i j
¨ c e c e c e s ¨ c e l k c e s p l k hU . .  .  .  .  . .  . .  1 i j 1 i j k i j i j /
k k
 .  .From condition 1 of ii we have that
p hU s p l k hU , . i j i j 1k /
k
and then
¨ c e c e s ¨ c e c e c e . .  .  .  .  . .  . .  .i j 1 i j
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From the arbitrariness of i and j it follows more generally that
;a, b g A ¨ a b s ¨ 1 ab . .  .  .  .A
Now it is immediate to verify that ¨ is an isomorphism of A-modules, as
;a g A ¨t s Hom t , Rr f , f R ¨ . .a R a 1 2
m ;a, b , c g A ¨ ab c s ¨ b ac .  .  .  .
m ;a, b , c g A ¨ 1 ab c s ¨ 1 b ac , .  .  .  . .  .A A
and the last equality follows from the associativity and commutativity of
the product defined on A.
  . .Therefore we have proved that A ( Hom A, Rr f , f R as A-mod-R 1 2
ules. To end the proof we have only to recall that Theorem 1 implies that
Hom A , Rr f , f R ( Ext2 A , R .  . .R 1 2 R
functorially with respect to the endomorphisms of A and hence as
.A-modules . Combining these last two isomorphisms we have that
A ( Ext2 A , R .R
as A-modules, as was to be proved.
Remark. As I said in the comment to Lemma 2.1 in the geometric case
it should be possible to avoid the assumption ``R a domain'' in Proposition
2.3, and then also in the preceding theorem.
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A be a Gorenstein algebra in codimension two
relati¨ e to a local CM domain R in which 2 is a unit. Then A has a minimal
resolution of the kind
ys k2
k /s  .s , s1 1 2n 2 n n60 ª R R ª R ª A ª 0.
This is the nearest thing to Szpiro's statement which was proved in this
work. Szpiro stated that there should be such a resolution with
s s s k ,i i
but I was unable to prove such a thing. Of course, if the rank of A is one
 .that is, A is a quotient of R , the full statement is equivalent to the one
contained in the corollary, for in that case the s are scalars, and hencei
symmetric.
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